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Abstract

We have determined the densities of Si in the liquid, pI(’J”), and solid, ps(rl’),  states as a

function of temperature, 7’, by employing an image digitizing technique and numerics]

calculation methods in combination with an electrostatic levitfitor. “J’he obtaincci density

data can be fit by the following equations

fl,(73= ~l(7’m) --1.71  X]()_’’(?” - Tm)-1.61x  10’’(T-7’m, )2 (gjcnl~)

/?=(7”) = p~(Tm) – 2.63 x 10-5(7’ - 7’m) ‘( f!jcln~)

where ‘1’111 is the melting point, 1687 K, and p](T1ll) and ps(TIll) are 2.580 and 2.311,

respectively. ‘l’he error involved in the determination is estimated to be * 0.006 (g/cm~),

‘1’he p](’1”) value smoothly varies through Trll and does not indicate a reported anomalous

demsity variation. The p](l’lll)  value is 2 % larger than the literature value and the

cocfficiemt  of the linear tempe,rat  urc de,pendem.x is approximate) y half of a reported  wd UC.

‘1’hc, ps(l’IIJ value  closely agrees with the literature val Lie.
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I>cnsitY c]ata is important in the investigation of the nature ancl behaviors of metals and

alloys. l~or example, the density ciiffcrcnm bctwen  a liquid and sc~lid at the mlting  point

is csscntia] in understanding melting and solidification phenomena. l;or this reason,

clcnsity measurements have been rcpeatcc]ly  performed over many years and the data has

become. more accurate in recent years because the exis[ing  techniques have improved or

ncw tcchnicjues  have been intmciuccci. 1 n Ihc course of developing a novel material

confinement technique, we have dcvclopcci  a system which allows measuremmt  of the.

thcrmophysical properties of high tempcratul-e  metals an(i alloy s.] The system consists of

an electrostatic leviator  and non-invasive diagnostic devices. ‘[”he capability of the systcm

inc]u(ies the measurements of the density, specific heat, hemispherical total emissivity,

surfi~ce tension and viscosity.  z Advantages of the system are the elimination of

contamination associated with the mntaincrs  anri rapid data acquisition. The system has

bcem applied to measure the properties of several materials including a glass forming alloys

anti Si.z

Silicon is a basic material in the semiconductor industry and the crystal growth process

has been continuously refined with the aid of nunm-ica] mocieling to satisfy the ncvcr-

cnding  demand for the perfect Si crystal. For modeling, the density of the liquid at melting

point, ‘1’111  = 1687 K, is an essential parameter. A ciensit  y value commonly referred to in

the literature is 2.53 (g/cn#)4~5  which was measured in the 19S0s. Recently, Sasaki,

“1’okiz,aki,  ‘] ’eras]linla and Kimura reported a hi~her value, 2.556 (at 1725 K), which was
$.

measured by an improved Archimedian me.thod.~ Wase.da, Shinocia, Stlgiyat~~a,”l’akeda,

“1’cras]]ill]a  and ‘1’oguri  also provic]e,d  an even higher value, 2.595 (at 1725 K), which was

consistent with an X-ray diffraction analysis of the radial  distribution function of the

liquid.q  “1’he new values are significantly higher  than the literature value and they seem to

be more accurate according to our preliminary n~casurernent  which yic]ded  2.56 at ‘1’111.2

I~urthernlorc,  Sasaki  et al. S}1OWCCI an ancmlalous  density variation whose origin was not

idtmtificc].  In order to clarify the above discrcpancie.s  and anomaly, we dccidcd to
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] cinvcstigate the clensitics of Si. After wc mmplmd the preliminary measurement and

J clmr[e.cl  the, result, wc have refined the technique and have added  a device to improve the

accuracy of the, measurement,

A spherical sample of typically 15 mg was levitated in a high vacuum environment (

-.. 1()-~ tom) using the electrostatic force which counterbalanced gravity. I leating of the

sample was provided by a high intensity xenon arc lamp. Cooling of the sample was

achieved by natuml  radiative heat loss to the surroundings. “1’}m temperature of the sample

was mea sured by a pyrometer. Also, the images of the. levitated sample were stored on

video tape. The density was determined from these images by employing an image

digitizing technique and numerical calculation methods. “1’he detailed description of the

lcvi[aticm systcnl  and the dcnsit y mcasurcmcnt  method are reported elsewhere. 1$ An

additional device employccl for the present measurement was a mechanical shutter placed in

front of the xenon lamp. “l-he device was necessary to momentarily block the high intensity

light in orclcr to obtain clear images of the sample at high temperatures.

l~iSure 1 S}]OWS a typical thermogram of a sample on cooling when the heating source is

ccmpletel y blocked. “l-he temperature was measured by a three-color pyrometer whose

emissivity  was adjusted at Till. As is seen, the sample is substantially undercooked

(approximately -300 K) prior to the onset (indicated by the arrow) of crystallization. I>LW

to rccalesccnce,  the sample temperature almost instantaneously rises to Tnl (dot and dash

line). only me temperature is rcgistcrcd  durilig  re.c.alcsccnce,  which inc]icates  that the

mcalesccncc  time is approximately 1/30 scc because the data acquisition rate of the

pyrometer is 60 times per second. ‘l’he subsequent temperature rise above TII1 is due to an

increase in the spmra]  emissvity  upon solidification.

Figure 2 shows the density of a liquid sample, pi(T) as a function of temperature, 1’.

‘1’he density is determined from the images taken cluring the cooling process whose

thermogram is shown in Fig. 1. [Jnlike pure metals whc)se  densities show a linear
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tcmpera[urc  cicpcndence,  pI(’I’) shc)ws a quadratic dcpcndcnce which can be fit by the

following equation:

P,m = p,(~”m)- 1.71 X104(7’-  7’m)- l.~1 x JO-7 V-- 7’m)2 (gl~n~?  (1)

whtm p](T1ll)  =- 2.580. Ec]. (1) is shown as the curve in the figure.

l~igurc  3 shows the densities of t}le solid and liquid, which were cietcrmincd  while a

levitated sample went through the melting process. l;or this measurement, a nearly

sphcrica]  solid sample was initially heated up near 3’:11, ‘1’he sample was then gradually

heated further by increasing the intensity of the xenon lamp until it was melted and

superheated. The shutter was employed to obtain the clear images of the sample during the

process. Approximate start and cnd of melting arc indicated by the arrows. During

I nclting,  the sample tcmperat me stayed at “I’m. “1’he density of the sc)lid, ps(’l’lll)  = 2.311

(g/cm~)  was determined by taking the average of the data near ‘l’nl. “1’his  value agrees with

an often quoted value, 2.31, in the litcratm-e. “1’he large scattering of the data is due to non-

sphericit  y of the solid sample. During melting, the samp]e was slightly deformed becau sc

the two phases tended to separate owing to the density differcnc.e. This deformation caused

the scattering of the data during melting. “I”hc  density reaches the maximum at the end of

nwlting. Once melting is completed, the temperature

ciccrease in the density. ‘J’he density increase iowar(i

temperature dccrcase after reaching the maximum.

Figure 4 shows the (iemsity of the solid, ps(l’), as a

starts rising, which is seen as the

the end of the time is duc to the

function of temperature. I;or this

measurement, a solid sample was heated up near “1’111 and then cooled by radiative heat loss

to the surroundings. “l”he temperature was mcastmd  by a single-color pyrometer which

was capable of measuring the temperature clown to 550 K. in Fig. 4, the density of the

so]i(i  is combincci  with the densities in IJigs. 2 anti 3 for comparison. 71]e iarge scattering

of the ciata is mainiy duc to the non-sphcricity  of the sample. Since the sample was
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randomly rotated, the accurate dctermintition  of the cicnsity was possible by collecting a

large number of data and taking an average. “1’hc  linear fit of the data is given by

pJ(T) = p.(7”, ) -2.63 x 10-5(7’ - Tn, ) (@n~). (2)

‘1’}lc density at room temperature is calculatcc] to be 2.347 (gjcn]~),  ‘1’he cmcfficicnt  of’ the

t cmperat ure dependence agrees wi [h t he value mcasurect  with a more. rigorous mcthoct.g.

‘1’he error involve,d in t})c density cietcrminaticm is dctcrmincd to be i ().2 %, w}~ich

cxcludcs the errors in the sample temperature, and weight measurements. “l-he liq[lid is

rapidly evaporated during the. experiment; t here.fore, the weight must be est imatcd from the

weights determined bcfcm and after the experiment. ‘1’his estimation introduces the error

which could be as large as t 3 %. The error involved in the t empcrat  ure measurement is

expected to be minimal because the spectral cmissivity  of the liquid shows no temperature

dcpcndcnce. ] O ‘1’hcse.  additional errors may exist in the density shown in I:ig. 2, but do not

in the density shown in Fig. 3 because. bot}~  the temperature and weight arc precisely

ktmwn for the density measurement at “I’,ll. IIy taking into account above error analysis, the

confidential range of the density of the liquid at “1’111  is determined to be 2.580 t 0.006

(P~c1n3). “l-his value is hig}ler  t}lan t}IC literature  value and close to the Sasaki and Waseda

values. Another discrepancy from the liter-at me value is the temperature dependence of the

density. The reported linear dependence cc)cfficiemt  is -3.5 x 10-4 (g/cm~ K).s “1’he

pl escnt mcasurtxncnt  shows the quadmt  ic dependence and the coefficient of the lincm term

at ‘l’n] is approximate] y a half of the repm(ccl val L]C.

Figure  5 shows the comparison of (he present result with the Sasaki and Waseda

rcsu]ts.  “l’heir density values were taken from the reports. The Sasaki ancl Waseda  values

arc shown by the, full circles and the opc.n c.irclcs, respectively. The curve,  is the present

result rcprcsen(ed  by I{q. (1). If we, take into account the errors involved in the

me.asurcmmts, at above 1800 K, the prescnl  result and the Sasaki result agree. each other,
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including the temperature dependence. 1 Iowever,  at below 1800 K, the Sasaki values

show an anomalous variation especially near ‘I’xn. “l’his anomaly was attributed to the

tr-ansicn(  effea of a sluggish structural trm~sition.6 “l’hey  showed that when a liquid was

brought clown to a lower temperature from a higher  temperature, an initial density was

small but it gradually increased over several hours and settled at a final density. ‘l’he

difference between the initial and final densities was as larg,e as 0.005 (g/cn~3). Since the

cooling rate of the present measurement is much faster (- - 90 K/see at Till), the liquid in

the present measurement has less time for the transition. l’bus, the downward deviation of

the Sasaki values may bc explained by the transient effect since their measurement is

pcrfornmd after holding the sample at each temperature for 30 minutes.

A steep increase in the Sasaki values is seen near Till; hcjwever, this increase cannot be

explained by the transient effect, “l-he Sasaki values appear to become similar to the present

valum. A ]~ossible  explanation of this anomaly is as follows: We accept their interpretation

of the transient effect, i.e., the liquid goes throtlgh  the structural transition to form a short

]angc structure if it is held at temperatures below 1800 K. The structure of the liquid should

] e.scmble that of the solid, q’bus, either the diamond or graphite structure is qualified by

considering the similarity between Si and C. The graphite structure may be more stable

than the di amend structure at high temperat  urcs. 1 lowever, the diamond structure becomes

Inore stable near “l”nl because it is the stable structure of the solid. If the diamond structure

is clcnser (ban the graphite structure as it is true for solid C, the density of the liquid could

show the steep increase near ‘I’nl as seen in the Sasaki result. When  the liquid is rapidly

cooled as in the present case, it may not have  enough time to form the graphi tc st ruct m-c but

may still form the diamond structure near TI1l because it is the necessary path for eventual

solidification. ‘1’he quadratic temperature dependence of p](T) also indicates the structural

transition. “1’hc density values at T,l) measured on coo]ing,  (Fig. 2) and heating (Fig. 3)

sl~ow no difference, which implies that the diamond structure also exists in the liquid Llpon

heating.  It is conccivab]c that the local diamond structure exists in the liquid which is in
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cc]uilibrium with the solid at “1’n~ and the structure persistently fXi StS even  after the solid has

disappeared upon dlc completion of me]ti  ng.

‘1’his  work represents one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion

I.abmatory,  California Institute of l’ethnology, under contract with the National

Acmnautics  and Space Administration,
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Captions

]iigurc  1. A typica] thermogram of a sample upon cooling. ‘1’he maximum undcrcooling

level is approximately 3(K) K pl-ior to the onset of crystallization indicatcx! by the

arrow.

l~igure 2. ‘l’he density of the liquid as a function of temperature. ‘J’he curve is givem  by Eq.

(l). The density at T1lI is determined to be 2.580  (g/cm13).

Figure 3. The densities of the solid and liquid at 1’111,  which are determined while the

sample goes through melting process. ‘1’he approximate start and end of melting

are indicated by the arrows.

Figure 4. ‘J’he density of the solid as a function of temperature, ‘J’he data in I;igs. 1 and 2

are also shown for easy comparison.

l~igme 5. ‘1’he comparison of the present result with the Sasaki (full circles) and Wasecla

(open circles) results. ‘l”he present result is represtmted  by Ec]. (1 ).
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